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Memorandum submitted by the Government of the Principality of Monaco 

It is in its capacity as the directing and co- ordinating authority on inter - 

natiгΡsnal health work that the World Health Organization has been asked by the 

Government of the Principality of Monaco to consider a proposal relating to the 

supervision of the 1949 Geneva Conventions. 

The proposal suggests that a study be made of action which might be taken, 

under the auspices of WHO, for the supervision of the application of the Conventions 

in question - on the same lines as that undertaken by UNESCO in relation to the 

protection of cultural property. 

It should be noted that the Geneva Conventions all contain the following 

provisions: 
1 

"The High Contracting Parties may at any time agree to entrust to an 
organization which offers all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy the 
duties incumbent on the Protecting Powers by virtue of the present Convention." 

Adoption of the four Conventions was followed by that of Resolution No. 2 

which reads: 

"The Conference recommends that consideration be given as soon as 
possible to the advisability of setting up an international body, its 
functions to be, in the absence cf a Protecting Power, to fulfil the duties 
performed by Protecting Powers in regard to the appl'.- onof the Conventions 
for the protection of victims of war." 

1 See Annex I 

2 Since 1949 the Geneva Conventions have officially /j °L. d and made general 
the traditional role of neutral States as Protecting Powers, by entrusting them with 
supervision of the application of the humanitarian rules established in international 
legislative texts relating to victims of all categories. 
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This resolution is the expression, on the part of the signatory Powers, of the 

unanimous opinion that the Conventions themselves are only one step along the road to 

really effective supervision of the humanitarian regulations. 

From the texts cited above it is clear that the question of strengthening or 

improving supervision of the Conventions is still an open one,examination of which was 

recommended by the Diplomatic Conference itself. 

Taking this as its starting point, the "Commission médico-juridique de Monaco" - • 
which since 1934 has grouped together physicians and jurists for the purpose of co- 

operating in efforts made by the great international organizations for the development 

of international medical law - has undertaken examination of this problem. 

The Government of Monaco was prompted to submit this question to the World Health 

Assembly by the conclusions arrived at by the "Commission médico-juridique de Monaco" 

at its last plenary session.1 The proposal of the Government of Monaco aims at facili- 

tating the mission of Protecting Powers, within the framework of the 1949 Conventions, 

by placing at their disposal concrete means, which could possibly form the subject of 

an international agreement. 

The "Commission médico- juridique de Monaco" considered that a suggestion on the 

following lines might be put forward: application, for the protection of human being;3, 

of the provisions adopted in 1954 by the Hague Convention for the Protection of Culturaг 

Property in the event of armed Conflict. 

The 1954 Hague Convention which, like the humanitarian conventions, is based on 

the traditional system of the Protecting Power, provides in the regulations for its 

execution (annexed) for the appointment of a Commissioner -General for Cultural Property, 

chosen from an international list of persons nominated in peace -time. It has entrustec 

the Director -General of UNESCO with the establishment and periodical revision of the 

said list, consisting of persons nominated by the High Contracting Parties.2 

1 
Sее Annex II 

2 
See Annex III 
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The Commissioner -General for Cultural Property is to act in liaison with the 

representatives for cultural property designated by each belligerent State - some acting 

in their own territory and others in any occupied enemy territory - and with the delegat 

designated by the Protecting Power of each of the Parties to the conflict. 

Such a system, adapted to the protection of health and human life would, from the 

viewpoint of the organization of supervision of the humanitarian conventions, obviously 

represent a considerable advance on present law without any encroachment upon establishE 

fields of jurisdiction. 

It seems to us that the World Health Organization is the body to undertake the 

tutelary mission which, under the Hague Convention and in another field, has been en- 

trusted to UNESCO. 

Two main reasons dictate this choice: 

- firstly, the Organization is "regionalized" and is, therefore, through its 

Regional Offices, in a better position than anyone to know what qualified persons the 

various Member States have available; 

- secondly, the Organization is familiar with the procedure for recruitment and 

employment of experts, of whose services it normally makes use. 

The World Health Organization could, thanks to the means which it alone has at its 

disposal, establish and keep up to date a list of persons who would be likely to play a 

useful role if they were placed at the disposal of the Protecting Powers. 

In this way also, the work which the latter could accomplish in liaison with the 

International Red Cross would be greatly facilitated. 

In support of this proposal, the Government of the Principality of Monaco has the 

honour to annex hereto the following documentation on the subject of this exposé: 

ANNEX I - Articles 8, 9 and 10 of the Third Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949. 

.111 four Geneva Conven�;ions contain the same provisions in their Article 10 or 11. 
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ANNEX II - .deport and rccsolutiыn en the !'organization, fu.nctioiiirig and proteetion 

of the supervision of trio application cf the humanitarian. conventions in case cf 

armed conflict ". •hind session of the "Commission пédiсо- juridique de 

April 1957.7 

ANNEX III - Extracts from the 1954 Hague Conventiorn. 

лNNEX IV - Statement by м.Siordet, Vice -Chairman of the International Committee 

of the Red Cross, to the ":;сaдéniе de Médecine ", Paris, 17 April 1956. 
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ANNEX I 

GENEVA CONVENTION RELATIVE TO THE TREI'TMENT 

OF PRISONERS OF WAR, OF 12 AUGUST 19+9 

(Convention III) 

Article 8 

The present Convention shall be applied with the co- operation Protecting 

and under the scrutiny of the Protecting Powers whose duty it is to 
Powers 

safeguard the interests of the Parties to the conflict. For this 

purpose, the Protecting Powers may appoint, apart from their diplomatic 

or consular staff, delegates from amongst their own nationals of the 

nationals of other neutral Powers. The said delegates shall be subject 

to the approval of the Power with which they are to carry out their 

duties. 

The Parties to the conflict shall facilitate to the greatest 

extent possible the task of the representatives or delegates of the 

Protecting Powers. 

The representatives or delegates of the Protecting Powers shall 

not in any case exceed their mission under the present convention. 

They shall, in particular, take account of the imperative necessities 

of security of the State wherein they carry out their duties. 

Article 9 

The provisions of the prеent Convention constitute no obstacle 

to the humanitarian activitï . whih the International Committee of 

the Red Cross or any other impartial humanitarian organization may, 

subject to the consent of the Parties to the conflict concerned, 

undertake for the protection of prisoners of war and for their relief. 

Activities of t 

International 
Committee of th 

Red Cross 
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Article 10 

The High Contracting Parties may at any time agree to entrust to 

an organization which offers all guarantees of impartiality and 

efficacy the duties incumbent on the Protecting Powers by virtue of 

the present Convention. 

Substitutes 
for Protecting 

Powers 

When prisoners of war do not benefit or cease to benefit, no 

matter for what reason, by the activities of a Protecting Power or of 

an organization provided for in the first paragraph above, the Detaining 

Power shall request a neutral State, or such an organization, to under - 

take the functions performed under the present Convention by a Protecting 

Power designated by the Parties to a conflict. 

If protection cannot be arranged accordingly, the Detaining Power 

shall request or shall accept, subject to the provisions of this 

Article, the offer of the services of a humanitarian organization, such 

as the International Committee of the Red Cross, to assume the humanitarian 

functions performed by Protecting Powers under the present Convention. 

Any neutral Power or any organization invited by the Power con - 

cerned or offering itself for these purposes, shall be required to act 

with a sense of responsibility towards the party to the conflict on 

which persons protected by the present Convention depend, and shall 

b, required to furnish sufficient assurances that it is in a position 

to undertake the appropriate functions and to discharge them impartially. 

No derogation from the preceding provisions shall be made by special 

agreements between Powers one of which is restricted, even temporarily, 

in its freedom to negotiate with the other Power or its allies by reason 

of military events, more particularly where the whole, or a substantial 

part, of the territory of the said Power is occupied. 

Whenever in the present Convention mention is made of a Protecting 

Power, such mention applies to substitute organizations in the sense 

of the present Article. 

/These same provisions, with the necessary adaptations to the respective subjects, 

Г г ;n 1-и . 4-L' ‚-‚. i,. ь r 
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1. Supe.rvision of the air.1 t-.c:i cf thc ::: r.z_lituri_.п cor.ve.r.t:ic,zs consists in 

ensuring that p^:гti to a се;.т-, _'.e,s l'or the o� ctlion of victims 

of игaг -s^и.1s w7;:-th O.tVO beer 'л,) : hзjвс, .,f а oing nuTñoer of other conventions 

from the time of the first Genera Oоi_r.n �:-on с_' "; hG 

From 1864 up to our oval tAnc, numerous oonve_пtјолs have been concluded for the 

preservation of humanitarian behaviour in armed co.�flict (inter arma caritas). As 

revised at the present time, they constitute a group of four conventions: 

1. Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the conditions of the wounded 

and sick in armed forces in the field; 

2. Geneva Convention for the amelioration of the condition of wounded, sick 

and shipwrecked members of armed f orcas at sea; 

З. Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war; 

4. Geneva Convention relative to the protection of civilian persons in time 

of war. 

The number of persons protected by these various Conventions has considerably 

increased, . 

The whole of these texts for the protection of human beings, and the large 

numbers of the beneficiaries under them, must be borne in mind in any study - for the 

purpose of constructive analy;•:.s - of the system at present in force for the super- 

vision of application of the Geneva Conventions, 

IItет on the agenda of the Third Session of the "Commiss ion Médico- Juridique 
de Monaco" (15 -17 April 1957), 
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II, The value of any legal text creating obligations depends upon its application, 

and it is liable to be imperfectly applied when observance of the conditions is 

left merely to the good faith and goodwill of the contracting party. 

External supervision of humanitarian conventions - obviously to be preferred to 

internal autonomous supervision by the contracting States - has been established by 

means of an institution customary in international law, arising from the usages of 

diplomacy and neutrality. In the event of a serious international crisis involving 

the breaking -off of diplomatic relations, or in the case of armed conflict between 

two States (which would immediately have the same consequences), the diplomatic 

representative of a third or neutral power usually undertakes protection, in the 

country to whose government he is accredited, of the interests of the State which no 

longer has a representative in that country on account of the breaking -off of relations, 

and of the nationals of that State. 

International supervision of the first Geneva protective regulations resulted 

spontaneously - without any conventional provisions - from this conception of the 

general representation of the interests of belligerents by some neutral diplomatic 

body. Although the conventions of 1864 and 1906 only provided, in very general 

terms, for internal supervision by the belligerents themselves, the first elements 

of external supervision were freely introduced within the framework of "active 

neutrality ". It may be said, therefore, that the supervision of the application 

of the humanitarian conventions for the protection of victims of war was spontaneously 

exercizcd even before being definitely provided for in the conventions themselves. 

III. This practice of "active neutrality" applied for the benefit of individual 

enemy citizens, was acknowledged and made official for the first time in the 

Geneva Convention of 1929 relating to the treatment of prisoners of war: 

"Section II 

OP,GЛН IZATION OF CONTROL 

Art, 86. The High Contracting Parties recognize that a guarantee of the regular 

application of the present Convention will be found in the possibility of 

collaboration between the Protecting Powers charged with the protection of the 

interests of the belligerents " 
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Employing the term +,Protecting Power" for the first time, the Convention indicated 

that the protection of prisoners of war and the functions previously fulfilled in a 

general way by neutral powers were all part of the same activity. The Convention 

sanctioned for the past and conf irmed for the future the various functions of neutral 

states (representation of political interests, administrative tasks, e_nergency aid) 

by conferring upon them an institutional character whereas until then protection had 

been only spontaneous, occasional and fragmentary. The paramount innovation, however, 

was that the protecting power was made responsible for supervision of the application of 

the Convention. (Arts. 56 and $7), 

However, the second Convention of 1929 for the amelioration of the conditions of 

the sick and wounded in armed forces in the field, contained no provision relating 

to protecting powers. The presence of representatives of another State, even neutral, 

in the theatres of land war, seemed incompatible with the military necessities. 

Consequently, the belligerents themselves were the only powers responsible for ensuring 

respect in their armies, of the rights of victims of war. 

In no text was there any provision relating to the protection of civilians. 

During the second world' war, .civilian enemy nationals were nevertheless protected 

by protecting powers within the framework of their traditional activities, not covered 

by any convention. As a rule, these activities were carried out successfully without 

any objection on the part of the belligerents, and the tasks accomplished (legalization 

and communication of documents, powers of attorney, wills, etc) together with the 

activities an behalf of numerous civilian internees (including exchange of civilians) 

were - as will be readily understood - particularly appreciated by the parties 

concerned. If the second world war was not „total" it was precisely due to this 

intervention 'of neutral States. These positive results, at a time when -there were 

no legal provisions authorizing such protective activities, could not fail, in spite of 

some failures and disappointmйnts, to impress those interested in the progressive 

development of humanitarian conventions. 

IV. The 1949 revision gave official recognition to this extension of activities.. 
The "protecting power" became a generally acknowledged institution by the decisions 

of Geneva and it is the subject, in the four Conventions, of a series of common 

krtiсIes which differ only in numbervag (Arts. 8, 9, 10, 11 in Conventions I, II 

and III; Arts. 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Convention IV). 
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The drafting of this group of Articles gave rise to lengthy discuss ions in the 

various organs of the Diplomatic Conference (Special Committee of the Joint Committee, 

Plenary Joint Committee responsible for the preparation of the Articles common to 

the four Conventions, General Assembly of the Conference). 

In addition, the debates of the Diplomatic Conference were themselves preceded 

and prepared by studies carried out by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICi 

by the Exрeгt Committee convened under its auspices, as well as by the debates and 

decisions of the traditional Conference of national Rod Cross Societies and of govern- 

mental experts, held in 1948 in Stockholm - so that it cannot be said that the solutions 

finally adopted were inadequately prepared. 

It should nevertheless be noted that the Conference did not complete examination of 

all aspects of the problem of supervision of the Conventions, and that the question is 

still open, as recognized by the Conference itself. 

Thus the Final Act includes in an annex to the text of the Conventions, a number of 

resolutions including resolution No. 2, the essential part of which is contained in the 

fo lowing paragraph: 

it is recommended that consideration be given as soon as possible to the 

advisability of setting up an international body its functions to be, in the absent 

of a Protecting Power, to fulfil the duties performed by Protecting Powers in regal 

to the application of the Conventions for the Protection of Victims of War." 

It is obvious from this text, at least from the point of view of organization if 

not of functioning, that the question of supervision of the humanitarian conventions is 

still, off icialy, under examination, 

V. The impression of complexity and, it must be admitted, uncertainty left after 

reading the common Articles concerning the selection and recruitment of the supervisory 

organ may weIl surprise and disappoint the average reader. 

The purpose of the Conference, as it emerges from the "Final Record" published by 

the Federal Political Department, trustee of the Geneva Conventions, was to maintain 

the system of the protecting power which had proved effective, while at the sama time 

taking into account - in order to remedy them to the max.iвum a gг©e- - these gaps and 

failures in its organization and functioning иihich were brought to light by experience 

during the last war. 
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The classic protecting power - the neutral State - as it emerges from the study, 

is undoubtedly entitled to public recognition for its constant and ingenious efforts 

to obtain the greatest possible and most widespread protection for the considerably 

increased number of war victims. Nevertheless, as revealed by the ‚CRC survey and 

by numerous reports and statements published by neutral States (Switzerland in particu. 

describing their activities and the difficulties encountered, the protecting power wa; 

the first - often unwilling victim of the disadvantages inherent in the system. Веin. 

a political instititution, it could not eseap+ political constraints hampering its 

activities and rendering its very existence precarious. 

On the basis of the known publications, these constraints may be summarized as 

follows: 

The protecting power is a State and a neutral State. In this two -fold capacity 

the supervisory body will be subject to the hazards of politics and to the risks of 

neutral ity, 

Every State has a right to be concerned for the protection of its own interests. 

Ls mentioned inthe Yugoslav report to the Seventeenth Sess ion of the "Office internat' 

de Documentation de Médecine militaire" (Luxemburg, November 1954), page 5: 

"The neutral State f"1 fils the functions of protecting power within the frameworl 

of its own interests and in so far as those interests permit, and not within the fry 

of the interests of the protected persons ". 

In modern war, which tends to be universal, the situation of neutrals is uncerta: 

In order to maintain its neutrality, the protecting power will be inclined, in exerci: 

supervision, to humour the suceptibilities of the Detaining Power. The latter, on 

the other hand, fearing that the neutral State may enter hositlities on the side of i 
enemies, will only unwill ingly, and with suspicion, accept supervision which could le; 

itself to espionage. 

The protecting power :'сts 1 oder a m ndate. ii neutral State acting as protectin; 

power cannot act against the wishes of the -)ower it is representing which may, for 

political reasons of which it is the sole judge, forbid the protecting power's 

intervention in the interests of the protected persons. 
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upon the free consent of the interested States which must, by common accord, ensure its 

functioning and maintenance. This necessitates a complex procedure for the designation. 
pr ,eг tјn роwег . s<;;.: ±r:�, that all ,.. ^.;: oÿ t.o tэ.cоs c ncerr_cd must come „c a 

joint agreement. The request for protection emanating from the government of the ссu: 

of origin of the persons requiring protection must be accepted by the neutral State whir 

is requested to undertake the protection of such persons. The acceptance of the lаtter. 

State must, in turn, be approved by the Government of the detaining power, i.e. the Sta- 

in which the protecting power is to act. Therefore, three separate conditions must be 1 
satisfied - the request for protection, its acceptance and its confirmation - before 

there can be any supervision of application of the humanitarian conventions. These 

three elements result in symmetrical, bilateral agreements which are valid only when 

combined to form a triangular agreement. 

If one of the goverrments signing one of these agreements disapрears, the whole 

system is еndangered, Supervision by the protecting power, once designated, is in face 

dependent upon the continuance of the various political acts of recognition which are a 

pre -requisite for the designation of the neutral protecting power in the first place. 

Thus, after the capitulation of Germany in 1945, Switzerland ceased to act as protectin- 
power on the grounds - open to question, moreover - that the principal concerned - the 

power which gave it its mandate - no longer existed. 

During the last war the difficulties inherent in the procedure for the political 

designation of a protecting power caused neutral States - pending regu.l<Zrization and 

the institution of suitable procedures - to exercise a de facto protection which com- 

pensated for, аnd at the same time emphasized, the disadvantages of a formal adherence 

to the system. 

There are material as w-U as political difficulties. The experience of the 

last war, with the very large number of victims to be protected and the relatively 

small number of neutral States not engaged in the hostilities - and therefore available 

for supervisory purposes - showed the inadequacy of the system from a purely practical 

point of view. 

‚ј 
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As stated by Monsieur Siordet, Vice -President of the ICR.C, in a communication 

dated 1�/ April 1956 to the "Académie nationale de Médecine ": 

"However groat its means, the protecting power can nover send more than a 

relatively limited number of delegates to a belligerent country. Towards the end of 

the war Switzerland alone was the protecting power for 35 countries. It should have 

had a veritable army of officials. Experience has shown that it is not easy to 

recruit qualified delegates, capable of acting in a foreign country znd with the 

necessary moral authority, Once recruited, these agents must be instructed, prepared 

for their delicate task, What is lacking in quantity must be com;.)ensated by quality. 

The work of the protecting power - like that of the ICRC - would be facilitated and 

its effects would be mo- e rapidly beneficial if it were possible, from the first day, 

to recruit from a reserve of mon schooled for a long time in the principles which 

are to be safeguarded, faгiiliar with the rights and obligations stipulated in the 

Conventions, belonging to suitable professional groups (here one's thoughts turn first 

of all to the medical profession) and able, by their influence and example and by strict 

supervision, to promote scrupulous observation of the Conventions" 

These findings, drawn from the experience of the last war led the Diplomatic 

,Conference of .1949 to suggest two methods of improving the organization of supervis ion, 

In the first ; 2lone, optional replacerant "аt any time" (and therefore provided for in 

peacetime) of the neutral State acting as protecting newer by a national or international. 

organization providing all the necessary guarantees of impartiality. Secondly, in the 

event of the protecting power, or the organization replacing it, ceasing to function, 

designation of one or several successive substitutes for the elected instrument so as 

to ensure protection of the victims of war in all circumstances. 

The present system under the 1949 Conventions may be summarized as: 

(1) maintenance primarily, of the classic institution of supervision by a 

Protecting Power; 

(2) a prioriand optional replacement of the neutral State by an international 

body to be defined (лrts. 10, U, para. 1); 

(3) failing the operation of the basic machinery, whether primary or 

replacement, institution of subsidiary protection by passing on supervision 

to successive "substitutes" (Art. 10 or 11, paras. 2, 3) . 
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The new conventions thus combined, in an alternative or success jve system - of 

seemingly extreme complexity - the two elements in an obviously necessary reform of 

the control system as provided for in the Conventions of 1929: replacement of 

supervision based on political power by an administrative organization of a purely 

humanitarian character; or merely retention of political control in an improved 

form. 

w VI. REPLACEMENТ OF THE ЕXISТING SYSTEMS. The entirely new system - as compared 

with substantive law - of an international supervisory organization which would 

not depend upon governments except in the initial and inevitable stage of its foundationn 

is called for in view of the advisability of the rapid, continuous and effective 

supervision of the Conventions. It was proposed as far back as 1934, in the Monaco 

project. Moreover, the experts who met in 1947 (Geneva, 14-26 April) under the 

auspices of the ICRC, accepted the idea, and one of us, who had the honour of 

representing the Principality at the Diplomatic Conference, again took up what was 

then a well -knоwn theme when the proposal by the French delegation for the creation of 

a High International Committee was being discussed. 

The French delegation to the Diplomatic Conference in fact ai_orded an exceptional 

opportunity for raising this question again when it proposed the creation, in peacetime, 

of a High International Committee which, in case of armed conflict and in the absence 

of any protecting power, would be called upon to fulfil the latter's functions. 

The French Delegation presented the following amendment: 

"In the absence of Protecting Powers, the present Convention shall be applied 

with the co- operation and under the supervision of a High International Committee, 

to be appointed within six months from the date of signature of the said Convention, 

on the following terms: 

The Committee shall comprise thirty members. 

The said members shall be selected from amongst persons of high standing, 

without distinction of nationality, known for their moral authority, their spiritual 

and intellectual independence and the services they have rendered to humanity. 

In particular, they may be selected from amongst persons distinguished in the 

political, religious, scientific and legal domains, and amongst winners of the Nobel 

Peace Prize. 
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"Lists of candidates, comprising double the number of members to be appointed by 

each Government, shall be presented by each of the States signatory to the present 

Convention, 

Fйrther, the International Court of Arbitration at the Hague and the International 

Red Cross Standing Committee may submit proposals to the same end. 

The members of the Committee shall be elected by an Assembly composed of delegates 

of the Governments signatory to the present Convention, meeting in a special conference 

consisting of one delegate for each Government. Each member shall be elected for a 

� period of three years and shall be eligible for re- election on the expiry of that period. 

The members of the Committee shall take an oath in the presence of the Assembly to 

devote themselves entirely, in the case of an armed conflict, to their humanitarian 

duties, and to do all that 11es in their power to supervise the application of and ensure 

respect for the present Convention. 

The said High International Committee for the Protection of Humanity shall enjoy 

diplomatic immunity in all countries signatory to the present Convention, including those 

who are Parties to the conflict, 

The some shall be the case for each of its members in the exercise of their 

humanitarian duties. 

Within two months following its appointment, the first Committee shall draw up 
г its statutes, elect its bureau and appoint the place of its meetings." 

During the discussions held successively by the Conference1s Joint Committee and 

Special Committee, by Committee III on the Protection of Civilians, and by the Plenary 

Assembly, a number of delegates, including those of Burma, Brazil, Monaco and Uruguay, 

supported the French proposal. Others, including the USA, Italy and the United 

Kingdom, did not consider they were empowered to undertake at short notice a study 

the spirit of which they approved but which would necessitate long preparatory work. 

Still others (Australia, Denmark and the USSR) rejected the proposal as Utopian and 

useless, 

The British delegation put forward, during the Assemblies, a draft resolution 

requesting the French Government to consult the High Contracting Parties on the 

desirability of creating the High International Committee pr4posec by its delegation 
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to the Conference. A resolution to this effect was finally adopted by the Assembly 

by 32 votes in favour, g against and 4 abstentions. 

In pril 1950, the French Government commenced the suggested consultations. 

It received very few replies and the USSR and. S`vdtzerland pointed out numerous 

difficulties which would be encountered in retard to the headquarters, composition 

and resources of such an institution. 

In a coгtmтiunication sent in 1954 to the International Committee on Military 

Mеdeсinе and Pharmacy, Cohen- Salvador, who had submitted the French delegation's 

proposal to the Conference in 1949, me;ationеd the scant interest shown by States 

in the proposal in question but at the same time refused to consider this attitude 

as irremediable. 

The recent trend of opinion in favour of the idea of specialized international 

institutions, which is a dominant feature of modern developments in international 

law, justifies the relaunching of the French project which would certainly meet with 

general favour and support° There are no technical difficulties in the way of its 

implementat ion. 

From the point of view of its legal position, it should be remembered that the 

Geneva Conventions at present in force admit the principle of r p7ocrentab in±tio 

of neutral States acting as protecting powers (Arts. 11.; 12), tiles going further than 

the French proposal, which confined itself to suggesting the functioning of a High 

International Committee as a substitute, i.e. in the absence of a protecting power. 

The fact that the common Articles memtion the organization in question merely as an 

impartial and efficacious body, without any other definition, facilitates the search 

for such a body in that no conventional constraints or prescriptions are imposed. 

It is for us to fill in this fortunate gap, but without any pretensions to a 

monopoly in the matter. On the contrary, we should wish - in the interests of common 

action - to obtain the collaboration and support of the various groups concerned with 

the progressive development of international humanitarian law (ICRC, international 

medical law or general law Associations, Institute of International Law, International 

Law Association). 
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It would not be at all necessary, in view of the wording of Articles 10 -11, to 

submit the project concerning an international body, once such a project was established. 

to a Conference for the revision of the Geneva Conventions. The supervisory 

organization might be created in either of two ways: the organization could be 

set up in its entirety, by a conference of governments, as a specialized agency of 

the same type as those already attached to the United Nations; the constitution of 

such a new body would be the subject of a protocol relating to the application of the 

Geneva Conventions, open to signature by the Contracting States; governments refusing 

to sign the protocol would remain bound by the supervisory provisions already in force 

under the 1949 texts - which this procedure would leave intact, States signing 

the protocol would thereby be completing the Geneva provisions under the present 

terms of Art. 10 relating to replacement of the protecting power, 

Alternatively, the desired organization could equally well be created in the form 

of an international non -governmental or@�eFization• In this case the supervisory 

body would be created on the basis of an internal law in the same way as many organi- 

zations whose international importance has been recognized by the Charter of the United 

Nations as well as by the acceptance of their collaboration by a number of specialized 

agencies. There is no doubt, in view of its recent advocacy of a project for 

international legal assistance, that the General Conference of the Non- Governmental 

Organizations would agree to influence international public opinion by encouraging 

and supporting the creation of an institution of this kind. A supervisory body 

established in this way on a permanent basis, and governed by one or more internal 

laws, would be proposed for acceptance by governments, either in peacetime or in 

case of war. In the latter case, adhesion would amount to the same as acceptance 

of delegates of protecting powers as required by the Conventions in force. 

It is not our task in this preliminary report to outline the composition of 

functioning of and means of financing such an international body. We would never- 

theless draw the attention of the Commission to the basic elements in this con - 

nexion to be found not only in the French delgation's 1949 proposal, but also 

in the draft project for an international convention relating to the practice of 

medecine, adopted by the "commission médico�juridique" at its last meeting on 

10 ?ё1агу 1950. 
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VII. IMPROVEМENТ OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM. The very extent of the exploratory work 

and negotiations necessary for the implementation of the project for a supervisory 

body to replace completely the anarchical system of the protecting powers might 

encourage the adoption of a more modest solution of the problem. The traditional 

system, based on the protecting power, could be maintained, with those improvements 

which the last two world wars have shown to be necessary. 

It is an improvement of this kind that the groups directly interested in the 

fate of war viёtims have recently advocated, 

The World Veterans Federation at its Sixth General Assembly held in June 1956 

in Brussels, and the International Free Federation of Deportees and Resistance 

Internees at its Congress held also in 1956 in Rotterdam, expressed the wish that 

protecting powers - whose delegates were well known to be inadequate in number and, 

it must be admitted, in qualifications, during the two world wars - should be able 

to benefit from specialized technical assistance provided by groups, already formed 

in peace time, of physicians and lawyers who would be instructed and trained so 

that, in case of armed conflict, they could be placed at the disposal of protecting 

powers. 

In this same connexion we would mention that in 1955, at the French national 

level, the " Comité pour la neutralité de la médecine en temps de guerre" was formed. 

This Committee, set up on the initiative of Professor Charles Richet, and with the 

invaluable aiZd constant advice of our colleague, General X'oncken, received the 

particularly valuable and promising patronage both of the "Académie national de 

médecine ", Paris, and of the Minister for War Veterans ( "Anciens Combattaаts ")who, 

quite recently on 9 April during a reception at the " Lcadémie ", stressed the importance 

he attached to the establishment of an "international medical pool in time of war ". 

Details concerning the composition and functioning of these technical assistance 

groups can be obtained from the project submitted by Professor Richet and General 

Voncken to the "Comité pour la neutralité de la Médecin" when it met at the 

"Мinist$re des Anciens Combattants et Victimes de la Guerre ". We may perhaps leave 

it to General Voncken to present this project to you. 
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Our task as jurists consists in establishing the position of such a proposal in 

relation to the legal framework of Geneva Conventions. 

There are many possibilities for making legal use of these specialized groups, 

They are obviously covered by �rt,icles 8 -9, which authorize protectiтΡlg powers to 

designate delegates among their own - and neutral nationals, apart from their diplomatic 

and consular corps, They can also be authorized under Articles 9 -10 which provide - for 

humanitarian reasons it is true but without excluding, as proved by the experience 

of the last war, some form of supervision - for the concurrent intervention, under the 

Î protecting power system, of the 'CRC or 'Tany other impartial, humanitarian organization ". 

Here again, from the paint of view of legal technicalities, the reform would not 

present any difficulty or in any way prejudice the integrity of the 1949 Conventions, 

VIII. THE EXRq PIE OF THE 1954 Нtiл'CпE CONVENTION. One of the most significant pre- 

cedents was created by the Convention of 14 May 1954 for the Protection of Cultural 

Property in the event of :armed CсnZlict, If it is admitted that the human being is 

also a monument worthy of protection, study of the system established under this 

Convention relating to the "mo Red Cross" shows that there would be justificatio. 

for considering a system of su. io оп of the Convey.,i.ons relating to victims of war 
incorporating the essential е1еoiеns of the Hague text as adopted by governments. 

Such a system would mean a co bination of the two above-rent isned alternatives: 

permanent organization, and continuance of the protecting powers system in an improved 

form. 

The 1954 Convention in its regulations for the execution of the Convention, 

stipulates under "Control" the establishment of a permanent organization in which a 

predominant role would be played by a Conmiiss ioner- General for Cultural Property chosen 

by common agreement by the High Contracting Parties from a list of persons established, 

in peace time, by the Director-General of UNESCO. In the event of war, belligerents 

would be required ',o designate a representative for cultural property on their territory. itory. 

The delegates of projecting powers would be required to exercise their supervision 

of the application of the Convention in constant liaison with this group of permanent 

officials - an unprecedented institution. 
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The Conmissioner.-General is empowered to appoint inspectors to aid him in the 

exercise of his functions. The competence of the Commissioner is established according 

to a very general formula (Art. 6) and is later defined as one of investigation and 

reporting. It is also provided that, in the absence of a protecting power, the 

Commission- General shall exercise the functions of the neutral State. 

Article 10 of the Regulations refers to financing. On the one hand, the party 

to which the Commissioner -General is accredited is made responsible for his remuneration 

and expenses as well as the remuneration and expenses of personnel designated by him, 

on the other hand, the States whose interests they are safeguarding are required to pay 

the remuneration and expenses of the delegates of protecting powers. 

Could not WHO be asked to take an interest in the setting -up of an organization 

of this kind, which would do no more than place at the disposal of human beings the 

protective machinery which, since 1954, has been operating under the auspices of UNЕSCO 

in the interests of the most precious works of man? 

The combination of the two systems mentioned would make it possible to improve 

the operation of supervision by a division of functions - reserving the technical tasks 

of investigation and reporting for groups of medico -legal experts, under the authority 

of the Commissioner -General, and leaving the administrative and political task of acting 

upon the conclusions drawn to the delegates of the protecting power. 

IX. It will not suffice to create the most suitable type of supervisory body: its 

maximum efficacy must be assured by the clearest possible definition of its range 

of competence. 

In this connexion it must be admitted that the provisions of the Conventions in 

force, in so far as they refer to the competence of delegates of protecting powers, are 

inadequate. 

It is possible, moreover, that the questionoof competence and scope of supervision 

could be more easily settled, in the interests of the victims - the persons are to be 

protected if supervision were exercised by an impartial and apolitical organization. 
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During debates of the Diplomatic Conference of 1949, the delegates of those 

States whicl Turing the last war, played a very large role as protecting powers, 

insisted on the necessity for basing supervisory action on clear and definite conventiona3 

provisions. In particular, this point was stressed by Messrs Billa, of Switzerland, 

and Sоеdеrblоm, of Sweden, in the Joint Committee. 

The Conventions entrust the delegates of protecting powers with a mission of 

a general nature and, on the other hand, provide for its application in points of detail. 

"The present Convention shall be applied with the co- operation and under the 

scrutiny of the protecting powers whose duty it is to safeguard the interests of the 

Parties to the conflict". This general investiture, contained in the common Articles 

8 -9, led to long and laborious discussions on the definition. of the word "c ontrôle" 

and the choice of an equivalent English word. The texts submitted to the preliminary 

Conference in 1948, in Stockholm, had translated "contrôle" by "control ". The 

Canadian delegation rightly pointed out that the English word implied the right to give 

directives and even orders - rights not implied by the French word. 

The French word " contrôle" merely means verification and inspection whereas in 

English, "control" has the added significance of power, authority over the body controlleë 

At Stockholm it was agreed to translate " contrôle" by "suporyis.:on" which the Royal 

English Dictionary explains as "looking after ", "careful watching". 

At Geneva, the various English -speaking delegates successively proposed other 

translations: "scrutiny" (Canada), "supervision" and then "examination" (Australia), 

"observation" (цSA) . Finally, it was agreed, without much enthusiasm, to use the 

word "scrutiny" which the Royal English Dictionary defines as "a close looking into" or 

"а careful examination ", giving as synonyms, "inquiry, search, inquisition ". 

"ContrSle" therefore is the equivalent of "scrutiny" and it is not necessary to 

refer to other translations of the Conventions of Geneva in order to conclude that the 

general function of supervision is reduced, for the moment, to one of simple verification, 

based on vague formula. 
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Moreover, the number of specialized Articles in the Conventions clearly defining 
the right of investigation by the protecting power is very limited and they hardly concern 

more than three questions: 

(1) supervision of distribution of food parcels to protected persons; 
(2) auditing of accounts referring to wages of prisoners of war; 

(3) supervision of legal and disciplinary proceedings. 

X. After having defined the functions of the protecting powers, the 1949 Conventions 

nevertheless restrict the exercise of these functions - firstly by a general reservation, 
the wording of which varies according to the group of Conventions concerned (Conventions 

I and II, Art. 8, para. 3; or Conventions III and IV, arts. 8 -9). 

In addition, in the body of each Convention, there are special reservations which 

restrict specifically defined activities of the protecting power. 

The caution shown in these reservations is ail the more surprising in that no 

reservation at all was made in the 1929 Convention which instituted supervision by the 

protecting power. 

It was, however, argued during the 1949 debates that the absence of any reservation 
might be more of a disadvantage than an advantage in so far as supervision was concerned. 

The question of military necessities is inherent in war. To pass over these in silence 
in the conventional provisions would in some cases incite Detaining Powers to invoke 

them arbitrarily, and Protecting Powers to ignore them systematically. But it is 
essential that they be defined in some other way than by a vague formula which can be 

interpreted arbitrarily by the authority invoking them. 

Thanks to the intervention of the New Zealand delegate, Mr Quentin- Baxter, the 

1949 Conference adopted a compromise solution whereby the general reservation relating 
to military necessities, Which might "as an exceptional and temorary measure" 

authorize restriction of the activities of the protecting power, was maintained only 

in Convent ions I and II; in Conventions III and IV, the respecting of conditions 
absolutely necessary for the security of the State to which they are accredited was left 
to the judgement of the representatives of the protecting power. 
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It is in fact understandable that the activities of a protecting power should be 

restricted by belligerents when they are exercised in contact with armies in the field 

or in a theatre of naval operations (where such activities would in any case be 

exceptional) . The same does not apply to activities outside combat areas, where 

supervision is the rule. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the absence of any general reservation restricting 

supervision, there are frequent partial reservations in the last two Conventions as they 

appear in the Geneva Final Record, the exercise of such reservations being limited only 

by the terms "temporary" or "exceptional", verification of which is left to the gооd 

faith of the belligerent powers. 

XI. In conclusion, with regard to the second aspect of supervision - that relating 

to the field of competence and scope of the activities of the supervisory body - two 

reforms of the positive law existing in the Geneva Conventions might be contemplated. 

Firstly, in as many cases as possible the procedure for the application of super- 

vision should be clearly defined, Secondly, it should be made possible for the 

supervisory body itself to determine whether any objections to supervision which might 

be raised on the grounds of military necessities are justified. 

The Convention of 1954 relating to the protection of cultural property makes a 

useful contribution on this point of reservations, by requiring that military necessity 

be pleaded by a higher authority and communicated to the permanent supervisory body - 

in this instance the Commissioner-General for Cultural Property. 

Reforms of this nature could, of course, only be introduced by means of a 

revision Conference. 

Supervision of the application of the humanitarian conventions is also founded 

upon custom and the positive law of treaties - which remain the chief source of 

international law. 

Such supervision was spontaneously exercised during the First World War by neutral 

states within the framework of their general contractual mission as protecting powers. 
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The 1929 revision Conference officially confirmed this practice in the text of the 

Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War; the practice was sanctioned in 

the texts of the four Conventions as they emerged from the 1949 revision and as they 

appear in the final act of 12 August 1949. 

Since that date, supervision has been recognized as an established institution. 

Its organization is the subject of an important group of Articles common to the four 

Conventions. 

During the last two world wars the considerable increase in the number of protected 

prisoners, and in particular prisoners of war, the real beneficiaries of supervision, 

made the task of protecting powers required to exercise supervision by their traditional 

methods, extremely difficult. 

The facts as set out above, drawn from existing law and from experience, justify 

and call for the establishment of some systematic method whereby supervision can be 

exercised effectively and on a wide basis commensurate with its obligatory and 

institutional character. 

RESOLÙTION 

CMJM - SIII - RII2 

LA. COMMISSION MEDICO -JURIDIQUE DE MONACO, 

Referring to the conclusions of its previous studies, and particularly to the 

Monaco project of 1934, on the organization of the protection of the victims of war, 

NOTES that the system of supervision by a protecting power, generalized in the 

four Geneva Conventions, authorizes the search for and putting into operation of methods 

and procedures liable to improve the functioning of that system; 

that this possibility of improvement is expressly provided for under paragraph 1 

of the Article common to the four 1949 Geneva Conventions (Articles 10/10/10/11) and in 

Resolution No. 2 annexed to the final act of the Diplomatic Conference; 

that the experience acquired by neutral States themselves, in connexion with the 

supervision carried out by them under difficult material conditions during the two 

world wars, gives an obvious practical and topical value to this study; 

� 
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that, furthermore, this study meets the wishes expressed by the non-governmental 

organizations representing the interests of victims of war, such as the World 

Veteras Federation and the World Free Federation of Deportees and Resistance Internees; 

EXPRESSES THE WISH that governments and non -governmental organizations concerned 

with the development of humanitarian law examine, on the basis of the existing text 

of the Geneva Conventions, those procedures liable to improve the system of supervision 

at present provided for; 

SUGGESTS, to this and and so that such improvement may be duly effected, that 

consideration be given to the precedent established in the Hague Convention of 14 May 

1954 on the Protection of Cultural Property in case of armed Conflict, and in its 

regulations for the application of "control "; 

REСALLS that this last-named text provides for the association, in the work of the 

delegates of neutral States acting as protecting powers, of third party supervisory 

officials acting under the authority and surveillance of a Commissariat- General for 

Cultural Property whose members, designated in peace -time, appear on a list established 

and kept up -to -date by the Director -General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization; 

STRONGLY RECOMMENDS that this precedent in positive law be taken into consideration 

by bodies and groups interested in the progress of humanitarian law, so that the 

provisions of The Hague in respect of cultural property may be extended to cover persons 

protected under the Geneva Convent ions; 

EXPRESSES THE НОРЕ that one or more governments, in the light of the interest in 

the advancement of international medical law already shown by the Executive Board of 

the World Health Organization, in its resolution of January 1955, will invite the World 

Health Organization to study within the general framework of the objective set out in its 

Constitution, namely to promote and protect the health of all peoples, the possibility 

of exercising, in the interests of the supervision of the Geneva Conventions, functions 

on the same lines as those accepted by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization; 
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н0Ѕ that the governments signatory to the Geneva Cenverticns will take the 
initiative - as the Froneh Government and othcr: govet9 1-'d јL ey.aAple have 

already done - of.forminE natioY.el groups of -,-,7A-3Тscm in the event 

of amed conflict, would be ргсеd at the d;роsаi of a јгоtесti: or its 

sub itute. for the purpose of assisting in the supervi6ion of application of the 

Conventions; 

ТА1ЂЅ N)ТЕ with satifaction of the expressed intention of the ]EJernational 

Commit,tue .L Cfe Red Cro5. to j.nstruct members of grol.p1-3 о:ѕtitoLеd аэ oоvе in the 

ргоviiсis the humanitarn_an conventions, and in the ееrсtе of uргviѕion; 

• RQПЅТЅ the Interranal Ocmmittee and the vаг.uo u:.ganD of the Rod Cross, 

the of ?иlјtагу Medecine and Рhtпс'".. t. Wur'.d ес'аl 

Association, and all national :u• intormationAl bodies interested in the study and 

development of hnј"агi&n law: to associate themselves with the desires expressed 

in this resolution and to do everything in their power to promote their realization. 

4 
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CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION iF CULTURАL PROPCRIY IN 
TILE EVENT OF 4RиD CONFLICT, ТHE Н GUE, 1954 

Extracts 

I. COЛΡ!VENTION 

Article 19 

Conflicts not of an Iuternation a1 Character 

1, In the event of an armed conflict not of an international character occurring 

within the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each party to the conflict 

shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the provisions of the present Convention which 

relate to respect for cultural property. 

2. The parties to the conflict shall endeavour to bring into force, by means of 

special agreements, all or part of the other provisions of the present Convention. 

3. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization may offer its 

services to the parties to the conflict. 

4. The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect the legal status of 

the parties to the conflict. 

Article 20 

Regulations for the Execution of the Convention 

The procedure by which the present Convention is to be applied is defined in the 

Regulations for its execution, which constitute an integral part thereof. 

II. REGULATIONS FOR THE EXECUTION OF TEE CONVENTION 

Article 1 

International List of Persons 

On the entry into force of the Convention, the Director- General of the United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization shall compile an international 
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list consisting of all persons nominated by the High Contracting Parties as qualified 

to carry out the functions of Commissioner -General for Cultural Property. On the 

initiative of the Director -General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization, this list shall be periodically revised on the basis of requests 

formulated by the High Contracting Parties. 

Article 2 

Organization of Control 

As soon as any High Contracting Party is engaged in an armed conflict to which 

Article 18 of the Convention applies: 

(a) t.t shall appoint a representative for cultural property situated in its 

territory; if it is in occupation of another territory, it shall appoint a special 

representative for cultural property situated in that territory; 

(b) the Protecting Power acting for each of the Parties in conflict with such 

High Contracting Party shall appoint delegates accredited to the latter in conformity 

with Article 3 below; 

(c) A Commissioner -General for Cultural Property shall be appointed to such 

High Contracting Party in accordance with Article 4. 

Article 3 

Appointment of Delegates of Protecting Powers 

The Protecting Power shall ap_юint its delegates from among the members of its 

diplomatic or consular staff or, with the approval of the Party to which they will be 

accredited, from among other persons. 

Article 4 

Appointment of Commissioner-General 

1. The Commissioner- General for Cultural Property shall be chosen from the internats 

list of persons by joint agreement between the Party to whici. he will be accredited an 

the Protecting Powers acting on behalf of the opposing Parties. 
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2, Should the Partie fail to r .ach ,greement within thr. e weeks from the be6inning 

of their discussions an this point, they shall request the President of the International 

Court of Justice to appoint the Cor јѕјоnег-0ехюгаl, who shall not take up his duties 

until the Party to which he is accredited has approved his appointment. 
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STATЕмí`�tT BY R. SIORDET, VICE-CH1iN11N OF THE 
1NTERNi�TI0Nr1L COMMITTЕE OF TBE RED CiiOSS, 

TO т} DE NEDECINE" 

Paris, 17 April 1956 

AN1тх IV 

"However great its means, the protecting power can never send more than a 

relatively limited number of delegates to a belligerent country. Towards the end of 

the war Switzerland alone was the protecting power for 35 countries. It should have 

had a veritable army of officials. Experience has shown that it is not easy to recruit 

qualified delegates, capable of acting in a foreign country and with the necessary moral 

authority. Once recruited, these agents must be ins eructed, prepared for their 

delicate task. Wn�a?. 1.s lacking in quantity must be compensated by quality. The work 

of the protecting power - Like that of the ICRC - would be facilitated and its effects 

would be more rapidly beneficial if it were possible, from the first day, to recruit 

from a reserve of men schooled for a long time in the principles which are to be safe- 

guarded, familiar th the rights and obligations stipulated in the Conventions, 

belonging to suitable professional groups (here one's thoughts turn first of all to 

the medical profession) and able, by their influence and example and by strict super- 

vision, to promote scrupulous observation of the Conventions." 

� 


